ເ຃ຄກາຌຎ້ຬຄກັຌຉະຐ ັ່ຄ ຿ລະ ຑັຈ຋ະຌາ຿຃ຓຂຬຄ ໂລງະ຋ີ II ຠ훁້ ຃າຍຂໍຬະຌຸຓັຈ ແຫໟກາຌຆີງຏ ໟໂຈໟອັຍຏົຌກະ຋ົຍເ຃ຄກາຌກໍໍ່ສໟາຄ຋າຄລົຈໂຒລາວ

- ແຫ້ສາກົນໜ້າທິກາລາຊະກັນ ໂດຍກາຌອ ປະກອບກົດັບສົນທະນະໄລ ໂດຍກາຌອ ປະກອບກົດັບສົນທະນະໄລ: https://bit.ly/2VaDf2O
**English News**

- Villages inundated as heavy rain lashes two provinces, by VT: [https://bit.ly/3zAOD70](https://bit.ly/3zAOD70) & read more here (see more: Conditions in flood-hit Luang Namtha return to normal here)
- Seven Killed in Gold Mining Accident in Xieng Khouang, by LT: [https://bit.ly/3y4Uscw](https://bit.ly/3y4Uscw) & read more here

**ສໍາລັບລາວ/Worldwide**

- Minister of Agriculture holds meeting with foreign counterparts to discuss sustainable agricultural production and food system, by Khmer Times: [https://bit.ly/3x5XDz9](https://bit.ly/3x5XDz9)

**ວິຈີເຬຂໞາວ/Video News & audio**

- ທາງຫານນິບເຂົ້າໄປການປັນທັງການທາງການຄວາມຄາຍໄຊ ລາວ-ຈຸນ, ຫຼວງໄຊ ອານ 1: [https://youtu.be/2OMFZrsPBLw](https://youtu.be/2OMFZrsPBLw)
- ທະຮູບຮ່ວມສືບສຕ່າຍທາງການທາງການຄວາມຄາຍໄຊ ລາວ-ຈຸນ ຍຸ່ນການຊັນຍາການ 92.80%, ຫຼວງໄຊ ອານ 1: [https://youtu.be/H6smQVAUaNI](https://youtu.be/H6smQVAUaNI)
- The government renews its commitment to pursue a sustainable and green economic development policy, by Lao National TV: [https://youtu.be/obpfEVEtmmM](https://youtu.be/obpfEVEtmmM)